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Abstract: The connectivity of green infrastructure facilitating the movement of organisms is the key to
strengthening biodiversity in cities. Brownfields are a valuable land resource, with their revitalisation
as a Nature Based Solution high on the policy agenda. In supporting cities which simultaneously
aim for densification and the maintenance or further development of greenery, this paper develops
a model for identifying and prioritising the role of revitalised and prevailing brownfields for the
connectivity of green infrastructure using the example of Leipzig, Germany. Comparing metrics
between land use categories, brownfields have a central role as stepping stones, with a value of 13%,
while revitalised brownfields substantially contribute to global connectivity, with a value of 87% being
equally important, for example, with Leipzig’s central parks. This paper’s spatial-explicit network
approach provides a complementary planning tool for prioritising brownfields and the added value
of their renaturing by identifying (a) strategic functional corridors formed by brownfields, (b) the
connectivity relevance and exposure of individual brownfields, and (c) how renatured brownfields
would strengthen existing corridors and form alternative paths. This paper presents an approach
using freely available software tools and high-resolution canopy data as a proxy for functional
connectivity which serves as a standardised and comparable ex-ante evaluation of NBS strategies
being implemented in other cities.

Keywords: functional connectivity; brownfield; tree canopy; revitalisation; decision-support

1. Introduction
1.1. Functional Connectivity in Densifying Cities

There is a quest to develop more sustainable and liveable cities under the current
trend of urbanisation [1,2]. Notably, the spatial availability and configuration of urban tree
systems (UTS) support cities in this endeavour by providing social and ecological functions,
supporting natural and ecological processes, fostering human health and wellbeing, and
being linked via flows of benefits [3]. In particular, UTS, the cumulated spatial arrangement
of woody vegetation, can provide a means for enabling wildlife movement through a less
suitable matrix and across barriers [4,5]. Their connectivity is especially challenged when
UTS are rare or fragmented, such as in cities [6–8]. Given the heterogeneity of land use in
cities, any changes within the complex land use network essentially impact the functional
connectivity of UTS in cities [9]. Against this background, we question the added value
of revitalisation measures as well as existing brownfields as a valuable land resource for
functional connectivity in a regrowing city.

Functional connectivity, defined as the extent to which favoured areas are linked up,
is positively related to biodiversity [4,10]. In particular, canopy cover is a central factor
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as it offers sites for habitat, food, shelter, nesting, etc.; thus, the species richness is greater
the larger the canopy patches are [11,12]. The functional connectivity between canopy
patches facilitates the movement of genes, individuals, populations, and species [13–16],
and allows the recolonisation of empty habitat patches [17], the migration and persistence
of metapopulations [18], and the ability of species to expand or alter their range in response
to climate change [19–21]. However, these benefits differ with each species as a different
behaviour applies with respect to the use of, responses to, and movements within a network
that translates, e.g., into different dispersal distances [4,22]. For connectivity analysis
in cities, breeding birds are a commonly used taxa and representative indicators of the
abundance of other taxa inhabiting an urban area [23].

For the functional connectivity of UTS, especially small tree patches, private gar-
dens, residential yards, or brownfields act as stepping stones for organisms being able to
move through a densely built matrix [24,25]. In particular, brownfields are a valuable and
non-renewable land resource but have been largely undervalued by city officials for their
ecological value [4]. Instead, the revitalisation of brownfields as a Nature Based Solution
(NBS) strategy is high on the policy agenda [26], and is as understood as any measure
of remediation, renaturation, restoration, or redensification on former brownfields. In
line with the Leipzig Charter of 2007, many German cities such as this paper’s case study,
Leipzig, seek to significantly reduce land take and create more valuable open and green
space. After decades of severe shrinkage, Leipzig has experienced dynamic population
regrowth from 2012 onwards. Framed by an integrated urban development concept for
2009–2020, the city simultaneously aims for structural densification as well as the mainte-
nance, further development, and qualification of urban greenery [27]. With brownfields
being the key for this double strategy, their revitalisation is a mixed blessing. On the one
hand, the renaturation of brownfields brings more and diverse natural features into the
urban setting, strengthening also the functional connectivity of UTS. On the other hand,
redensification of brownfields can support cities in limiting land consumption and prevent
urban sprawl with the associated disappearance of network features in other parts [26].
However, the construction and soil-sealing on former brownfields makes important bio-
diversity stepping stones disappear. Between 1998 and 2020, 6900 brownfield sites with
a total area of 980 hectares have been revitalised, while 2946 brownfield sites still existed
with a total area of 835 ha. Approximately 20% of the area revitalised was due to greening
measures such as pocket parks or urban forest.

Given this big pool of revitalised and prevailing brownfields, there is a strong need for
evidence-based support for future land use decisions facing the double challenge of infill-
driven densifying and maintaining or developing further greenery. This decision-support
should be based on lessons learnt from current revitalisation strategies. There is also a
need for a prioritisation of brownfields which needs to be kept for ensuring functional
connectivity of the urban green infrastructure, those which could potentially be densified,
and those which need to be revitalised/renatured, fostering the overall connectivity for
urban wildlife conservation.

Against this background, this paper develops a data-driven model that enables the
place-based identification, visualisation, and prioritisation of the role of revitalised and
prevailing brownfield sites for the functional connectivity of UTS in the regrowing city of
Leipzig with respect to:

(1) Spatial explicit elicitation of the importance of canopy patches for functional connectivity;
(2) Evaluating the contribution of different revitalisation strategies for functional connec-

tivity in a temporal perspective;
(3) Detection of brownfield sites which are the key as stepping stones for preserving and

fostering strategic functional connectivity corridors.

1.2. Conceptual–Theoretical Background

Functional connectivity is the probability of movement of species between all resource
patches in an ecological network [4,22]. This network can include many different compo-
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nents. Cores are areas of high habitat quality, while stepping stones are small areas that
build corridors for the movement of species by serving as islands in between larger core
areas, even though they may not be directly physically connected [28]. These stepping
stones are typically not important, for example, as major sources of recruitment, but rather
for the long-term genetic flow through barriers [4].

High connectivity implies a high level of traversability, “i.e., the ability for an organ-
ism to reach over long distances in the landscape by moving from patch to patch” ([9],
p. 33). From a structural perspective, connectivity is the extent to which patches are linked
physically, referring to a characterisation of landscapes from a human perspective and
scales [29]. Although being easy to understand, measure, and communicate, it does not
consider how species actually move through and use the landscape [4]. In contrast, func-
tional connectivity is the degree to which the landscape facilitates or impedes movement
among patches [30]. It indicates how a network is used and combines the effects of both
the physical landscape structure and the behaviour, movement, or ecological requirements
of a particular species in that landscape [31,32]. Physically disconnected green spaces can
be functionally connected via stepping stones establishing potential biological corridors
which mirror species’ habits with high operability in ensuring the integrity and continuity
of the urban ecological process [29,33,34].

For modelling connectivity, different approaches exist based on circuit theory, least
cost path, and graph theory models [35]. The first two models measure movement between
patches in a landscape represented as cost surface referring to, e.g., roads, water bodies,
or green stripes [36]. High costs represent high resistances to movement. Circuit theory
uses linear algebra to determine paths with higher or lower costs to be weighted regarding
their potential to aid movement and estimates distance resistances assuming that species
movement is random and driven by landscape exploration rather than landscape familiar-
ity [37,38]. In contrast, least cost path models are based on raster analysis, in which each
raster cell is defined according to the level of barrier. An algorithm finds a path from two
designated points that costs the least in terms of the predetermined ratings of each raster
cell and creates least cost distances [39]. Both circuit theory and least cost path modelling
assume that species have complete knowledge of the landscape and always choose to move
within the most optimal route [40].

In contrast, graph theory modelling measures the efficiency of movement flows be-
tween patches and estimates the importance of individual landscape elements against their
overall connectivity contribution of the ecological network [41]. This is particularly bene-
ficial in fragmented and perforated landscapes such as cities [42]. In particular, network
analysis based on graph theory provide a powerful method for the analysis of complex
systems [43,44]. The network is represented by a graph, consisting of a set of nodes and
links based on a real-world landscape [10,45]. A node represents a patch important for
habitat, while a link represents dispersal [46]. This graphical representation offers an
adequate portrayal of real functional connectivity in relation to the required amount of
input data and allows for different dispersal distances of species to be accounted for [9,47].

A central technique for finding patches important for functional connectivity is the
removal of one patch (i.e., one node) at a time and recording the corresponding change of the
connectivity index [44,48]. When based on species dispersal, e.g., via Euclidean distance
units or number of links, this technique can even translate into changes in ecosystem
services and ecological flows [10,49,50].

Impacts on the network, e.g., by building construction or brownfield revitalisation,
affect the connectivity potential in specific sites and vice versa [46]. Thus, a high link
redundancy in the network makes it more resilient to the removal of links or nodes [51].
The lower the redundancy, the less alternative routes through the network are available,
i.e., for areas with high functional connectivity potential (Figure 1). Consequently, the
corresponding nodes are increasingly exposed to small changes in the network, as these
changes have immense consequences for the local patch, which can ultimately become
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isolated [10]. The exposure or isolation of these patches can be mitigated, for example, by
restoring links and adding redundancy.
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Figure 1. Schematic overview for detecting critical network structures as areas with low redundancy
and associated exposed nodes after ([10], p. 186).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Case Study

After World War II, Leipzig experienced long-term population losses which were
especially severe during the early 1990s [52]. As a consequence of the closure and aban-
donment of commercial and industrial areas, the city suffered from an enormous number
and surface area of brownfield sites. Between 1990 and 2014, the number of brownfield
sites rose from 3000 to 3800 and comprised an area of 1050 ha [27]. By the turn of the
century, the population recovered and since 2012, Leipzig has seen considerable growth
rates accompanied by the upgrading and heightening of existing residential houses, the
construction of new houses, and increasing pressure on brownfields [53]. Benefiting from
massive public and private interventions and investment, the share of brownfields in the
total area decreased from 3.5% in 2014 to 3.3% in 2017 (~980 ha, [27,54]). In 2020, 2946
brownfield sites existed with a total area of 835 ha. While many of the larger sites are
industrial brownfields or conversion areas of railroad and military facilities, the majority of
brownfields are comparably small as they basically form gaps between buildings [55]. An
important characteristic of the brownfield stock in Leipzig is, however, the high proportion
that are private property, numbering approximately 67%. Only 15% are owned by the
city of Leipzig, 8% by a large housing company (LWB), and 10% are distributed among
other owners such as German Railway (DB AG) or a big commercial real estate company
(TLG) [27].

Brownfields represent an important area pool for the strategic sustainable develop-
ment of the city in facing dynamic population growth and its challenges. This aspect was
implemented in Leipzig’s first integrated urban development concept SEKO 2009 (updated
2015), which was replaced by a new integrated urban development concept, Leipzig 2030
INSEK, in 2020. Brownfields have been used for extensive urban revitalisation measures,
including the upgrading of structurally disadvantaged neighbourhoods and as compensa-
tion for new industrial or commercial areas at the fringe. Furthermore, former industrial
buildings were often converted into residential properties, gaps between buildings were
filled with new housing, or several kindergartens and schools were built. In contrast,
permit agreements enabled the temporary use of fallow areas as green, sports, or play
areas, while approx. EUR 1.25 million was invested in the renaturation of brownfield sites
between 1997 and 2004. Yet, the average area of the revitalised sites is smaller compared to
the still existing brownfield sites. Between 1998, the year that statistics on brownfield sites
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were first gathered, and 2020, 6900 brownfield sites with a total area of 980 ha have been
revitalised (Figure S1a).

2.2. Data Input

We used three data sources as input for our analysis. First, for the land use information,
we used the highly precise ATKIS (the Official Topographic-Cartographic Information
System) data for 2020 which is captured from high-resolution orthophotos at a scale of
1:10,000 [56]. Collectively, 42 land use classes have been classified to 10 land use categories
of green infrastructure according to an established typology ([57], Figure S1b). Second, we
used Leipzig’s official cadastral information on brownfields (INKOBRA), which covers
spatial data on existing brownfields, construction sites, and revitalised brownfields for the
years between 1998 and 2020 [58]. Revitalised brownfields further contain information
about the year and the measurement of revitalisation that we classified into six categories.
Third, we used a freely available and high-resolution dataset on Tree Cover Density (TCD)
for the reference year 2018 (10 m resolution, [59]). A benefit of this high resolution is that a
pixel illustrates a larger tree, which increases the representativeness of a real existing tree
functioning as a breeding habitat [60]. As ecological processes such as bird dispersal are
not limited to administrative boundaries, a 1 km buffer was applied around the boundary
of the city in order to clip the TCD dataset (Figure S1c).

2.3. Data Processing

The clipped TCD was subsequently processed using Morphological Spatial Pattern
Analysis (MSPA) and Functional Connectivity Analysis (FCA). The MSPA (Figure 2) was
performed using Guidos Toolbox, a holistic platform for the analysis of composition,
connectivity, and fragmentation of habitats. It is an efficient tool to determine structural
connectivity approaches since it is independent from any faunal species interaction [61].
MSPA is an image processing method that uses a binary image with land use information
as an input [62]. MSPA was set up by a standard edge width of 1 pixel (10 m) and 8-pixel
connectivity (border and corner pixel connectivity). The algorithm segments each canopy
pixel into seven mutual canopy categories (Figure S1d). We used the following four classes
in line with previous studies: canopy cores, edges, islets, and bridges [25].

These four classes with a minimum patch area of 0.1 ha, representing habitats for
breeding birds [63], have been used for performing FCA using Graphab (Figure 2). Graphab
is a tool for modelling ecological networks based on graph theory that focuses on the be-
havioural interactions of a targeted species for functional connectivity calculation [64].
We created planar networks as usually being applied in functional connectivity analysis:
a node within the graph only connects directly to its geographically adjacent nodes sur-
rounding it and, consequently, must connect to more distant nodes by passing through
stepping-stone nodes [8]. Based on a broad literature consultation on breeding birds in
urban ecosystems, the following dispersal distances were applied [9,14,46,65]: 200 m as
the minimum distance, 400 m as the maximum distance, and 800 m in order to account
for distance outliers and to demonstrate the sensitivity of connectivity values against the
regular increase of dispersal distance [66]. For each distance, we calculated the connectivity
metrics and used the average of the three dispersal distances in order to obtain a more
comprehensive ecological network [67].

Among connectivity metrics, the probability of connectivity (PC) is one of the most
feasible metrics for accounting for the behavioural response of species to the landscape
elements [68]. The PC expresses the probability that two individuals randomly placed
within the landscape manage to come into contact, either because they are located in the
same patch of habitat or because they are in two patches connected to each other [41].
The value ranges between 0 (no chance that two individuals meet because the study area
contains no habitat) and 1 (100% chance that two individuals are connected, which is
possible only if the study area is fully constituted of habitat).
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Figure 2. Workflow showing data input (step 1), data processing steps (step 2), and data analysis
steps (step 3). The data processing consists of a Morphological Spatial Pattern Analysis (MSPA) using
Guidos Toolbox resulting in 7 MSPA classes (2.1) and a Functional Connectivity Analysis (FCA) using
Graphab for 3 dispersal distances (2.2). The data analysis consists of a spatial explicit analysis of dPC
and its 3 fractions (dPCintra, dPCflux, dPCconnector) for 10 land use categories (3.1), the evaluation
of the contribution of 466 revitalised patches for the ecological connectivity using dPC and canopy
area for 6 measurement categories annually between 1998 and 2020 (3.2), and the detection of the
importance of 239 brownfields for the functional connectivity, and the potential of the renaturation of
521 brownfields (3.3).

This study used four metrics which are based on the probabilistic connection graph
model of PC allowing for continuous modulation of the connection strength or dispersal
feasibility. First, for evaluation of the importance of nodes and edges for the functional
connectivity, this study used the delta PC (dPC) as a powerful indicator for prioritising
landscape elements for their habitat function of urban wildlife widely used in conservation
planning [69]. The dPC value equals the percentage decrease in PC if this element is
removed and is, hence, a relative measure of the contribution of a node or an edge to the
functional connectivity of the whole network [49,70]. The global PC is calculated in the
initial state, a patch is removed from the graph, and the global metric is recalculated. The
difference between the two values is implemented in the removed patch, reflecting the loss
of connectivity generated if this element is removed. This calculation is then applied to
each of the nodes and edges, thus making it possible to prioritise them according to their
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contribution to the overall connectivity. The result of the delta PC (dPC) is therefore local,
but with reference to the global level.

Second, in order to assess why a patch is important for overall connectivity, we used
the decomposed dPC, which is expressed in three metrics (their sum is equal to the dPC
value; [70,71]):

• dPCintra: Intrapatch connectivity for a patch based on the assumption that connec-
tivity exists within the patch and is, consequently, proportional to the patch area,
reflecting internal characteristics.

• dPCflux: Area-weighted dispersal flow through the connections of a patch to or from
all of the other patches in the landscape. It depends both on the area of a patch and its
position within the landscape.

• dPCconnector: Topological-based importance of a patch or link for maintaining con-
nectivity between other patches as a connecting element (stepping stone) between
them. A certain patch or link will contribute to dPCconnector only when it is part of
the best (maximum product probability) path for dispersal between two other patches,
and is independent of the size of a patch.

2.4. Data Analysis

The data analysis was aligned according to the three research questions. First, we used
the delta PC value (dPC in %) in order to assess the importance of canopy patches for the
functional connectivity of UTS. We further evaluated the contribution of individual patches
to the connectivity with respect to their size (dPCintra), flux potential (dPCflux), and role
as a stepping stone (dPCconnector). Each of the three fractions was recalculated in order
to sum to 100% of the dPC value in order to allow a better comparison of the individual
contributions between all patches. In addition to a detailed mapping of the four metrics,
we intersected the individual values with the underlying land use category. Based on this,
we used box plots in order to display the variations of each metric within and between the
10 land use categories. We also added the variation of canopy share on a patch total area as
complementary information.

Second, we evaluated the contribution of different revitalisation measurements for
functional connectivity in a temporal perspective focusing on the 466 revitalised patches
which are relevant for functional connectivity (dPC > 0). We classified each individual
measurement into six revitalisation categories and analysed two complementary metrics
for each measurement and each year between 1998 and 2020 in which the revitalisation
had been implemented. The dPC value was used in order to account for the overall
contribution to functional connectivity, while the canopy area for each revitalised patch
serves as a reference for the corresponding land take of each measurement and year. In
order to compare both indicators, we recalculated the individual values over all years and
measurements between 1998 and 2020 such that they summed to 100% of the total value of
either the dPC or the canopy area. Finally, we used a detailed mapping of each measurement
category together with selected examples which display the highest contribution to the
functional connectivity.

Third, we focused on 239 brownfield nodes and evaluated the criticalness of their con-
nectivity, and their contribution to different subnetworks. In order to assess the criticalness,
we used the number of links per node, with the assumption that a node is more exposed to
being disconnected the less links it forms to other nodes [10]. This exposure is even more
relevant for important network elements. In order to account for this, we analysed the
role of each node as a stepping stone by summing the connector values (dPCconnector)
of each link that a node connects. This allows a ranking of brownfield patches according
to their local connectivity value as well as their criticalness or exposure. In addition, we
analysed the potential of the renaturation of 521 brownfield nodes which had not been
considered for the previous analysis of functional connectivity (dPC = 0). We ran the same
steps for the FCA (see Section 2.3) and evaluated the difference to the previous analysis
with respect to the number of nodes, number of links, sum of dPCconnector, and the Beat
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Index for each subnetwork. Plotting the sum of dPCconnector for each of the 521 renatured
brownfield nodes assisted in prioritising the improvement of functional connectivity in
individual locations.

3. Results
3.1. Variation of Connectivity of Tree Canopy over Land Use Classes

The total tree canopy in the city of Leipzig relevant for the functional connectivity
of UTS sums to an area of 4053 hectares (ha) distributed over 6071 land use patches. The
global PC value for the city is 3.86E−04. The spatial analysis in Figure 3 highlights two
important canopy patch locations, measured as a general contribution to global connectivity
dPC (see Figure 3a). First, a corridor from north–west to the south of the city basically
corresponds to Leipzig’s floodplains and hosts the most important nodes, such as the large
canopy patch of the southern floodplain forest which, alone, would cause a loss of 41%
of the global PC if it was removed. Adjacent to these nodes, canopy patches important
for the functional connectivity of UTS can be found, for instance, in the central part of the
city where relevant nodes belong to Leipzig’s Clara-Zetkin-Park or Rosental Park. This is
mirrored by the variation of dPC values displayed in Figure 4a, as forest and recreational
areas share a comparably high median dPC (1.92% and 1.0%, respectively), as well as a very
high variation towards maximum values. Second, secondary networks with important
nodes can be detected, for example, larger parks or cemeteries in the eastern and south-
eastern part of the city (e.g., Südfriedhof, Stünzer Park), semi-private green spaces such
as allotment gardens or green sport facilities in the north-eastern part of the city (e.g.,
Freibad Schönefeld, KGV Elsteraue), or semi-natural areas such as shrubland in particular
at the inner fringe. The median dPC values displayed in Figure 4a also suggest that semi-
natural (0.21%) and especially semi-private green spaces (0.4%) play an additional role in
maintaining the functional connectivity of UTS in Leipzig.

In contrast, brownfield sites and revitalised areas show, on average, the lowest dPC
median of 0.08% and 0.07%, respectively (Figure 4a). However, a closer look at the two
land use categories is promising due to three facts. First, the dPC values of both land
use categories show a variation higher than other land use categories, suggesting that
individual patches of existing and revitalised brownfields play a decisive role for the
functional connectivity of the city. Second, being comparably small in size, the associated
patches of existing and revitalised brownfields show a comparably high share of canopy
cover, with more than one third of their total area being covered (Figure 4e). Although too
small to serve as habitat, several patches can act as relevant stepping stones due to their
high share in canopy cover. Third, the spatial distribution of especially nodes with lower
connectivity relevance suggests that they, nevertheless, serve as important connecting
elements which finally support a fine web of edges throughout the city and, finally, support
bigger nodes in expressing their high connectivity values (Figure 3c). Consequently, we
tested each patch for its individual contribution to the connectivity with respect to its size,
flux potential, and role as a stepping stone.

The individual patches contribute differently to the connectivity metrics, as presented
above with respect to their size, flux potential, or role as a stepping stone. The dPCintra
median values displayed in Figure 4b indicate that the global connectivity values dPC
of especially forest areas and, to some extent, agricultural land are significantly driven
by their habitat size or quality (median dPCintra of 5.6% and 2.6%, respectively). As
expected, existing and revitalised brownfields do not play a major role for connectivity
due to their habitat size (0.41 and 0.38%, respectively). Still, their median is double the
median for residential areas. As the residential areas show, nevertheless, a within average
global connectivity dPC comparable to the median of semi-private green spaces (Figure 4a)
indicates that the topological position relative to other canopy patches is more decisive for
this land use category.
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Figure 3. Characteristics of the functional connectivity of urban tree systems (UTS) in Leipzig
highlighting the overall importance of patches (a: node size), the individual contribution to this
importance with respect to three fractions (b: node colour), and the relevance of individual paths (c:
edge size/colour).

As mirrored by Figure 4c, residential areas especially play a central role as stepping
stones with their immediate surrounding patches (13.7%). As displayed in Figure 3b
(reddish colours), there is a large number of patches, usually small in size and with a
comparably low contribution to the overall connectivity, which serve this role. These
patches are predominantly located within the dense urban built-up structures of the city
connecting nodes with higher connectivity relevance with each other. The median of
the corresponding dPCconnector values indicates that beside industrial, commercial, or
transport areas, brownfield sites are very important as stepping stones (median >13% each,
Figure 4c).

In contrast, especially revitalised brownfields contribute to the global connectivity
due to their potential for interaction with other habitat patches (dPCflux). Their median
dPCflux of 86.7% is equal to that of recreational green spaces, suggesting that although
the global connectivity of recreational green spaces is far higher than that of revitalised
brownfields, both land use categories predominantly connect other patches with each other
in a similar vein (Figure 4c). Although their dPCflux value usually dominates the individual
patch contributions of recreational green spaces, such as the central Clara-Zetkin-Park,
the Rosental Park, or the local districts of Volkspark Kleinzschocher, they significantly
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benefit from their additional role as habitat due to the canopy size that these patches host
(measured by dPCintra, Figure 4b).
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Figure 4. Variation of functional connectivity metrics for the urban tree systems (UTS) in Leipzig
differentiated by land use categories. Box plots for (a) the loss of global connectivity caused by the
deletion of an element (dPC), (b) the importance due to size (dPCintra), (c) the potential for interaction
with other habitat patches (dPCflux), (d) the importance as a stepping stone (dPCconnector), and
(e) share of canopy on total patch area (canopy share) are displayed.

3.2. Connectivity of Revitalised Brownfields 1998 to 2020

Of the 6900 brownfield sites that have been revitalised since 1998, 466 sites contain
tree patches which are relevant for the functional connectivity of UTS in Leipzig. The total
area accounts for 244 ha, with an estimated tree cover area of 82 ha resulting in a share
of 34% canopy cover (Table S1). The individual measurements as detailed in Figure 5
represent a mix of green and grey measures with urban forest and compensation green
showing a canopy cover of more than 50%, community parks and garden/planting areas
hosting trees on approximately one third of their area, and built-up green or private green
revitalisation measurements being dominated by grey elements (canopy cover up to 20%).
The following paragraph describes the contribution to functional connectivity of each
individual measurement, measured by dPC, going back to 1998. In so doing, three different
phases can be distinguished, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Share of (a) revitalised canopy cover and (b) the associated contribution to the functional
connectivity of urban tree systems (UTS) in Leipzig per year and the measurement of revitalisation
from 1998 to 2020.

In a first phase between 1998 and 2005, 33 ha of treed areas were revitalised, especially
in the years 1999/2000 and 2002. In particular, the two revitalisations for urban forests, one
in 1999 and the other in 2000, had an impact on the functional connectivity of UTS in Leipzig
(example 1 in Figure 6). Furthermore, this phase is characterised by a large, revitalised
area for compensation green, most prominently in 1998/99 and 2001/02. Example 2 in
Figure 6 shows a corresponding set of patches, with the highest connectivity values dPC
being Agra Park in Leipzig’s southern floodplains. The city administration aimed for
the extensive renaturation of the whole former agriculture exhibition grounds. Due to
its location vis-à-vis to the central floodplains, this area provides excellent connection for
the large floodplain forest to tree patches within the built-up structures of the city. In
addition, community parks have been established on former brownfields. In particular,
19 community parks revitalised in 2002/03 show high connectivity values dPC, although
their area is comparably small (high area-connectivity ratio, example 3 in Figure 6).

A second phase, between 2006 and 2012, when 23 ha of treed areas were revitalised,
suggests diverging results compared to the previous phase. First, the revitalised area does
not add to the functional connectivity, as per the measurements in the previous phase when
contrasted to the size of the converted area. This accounts for almost all measurements in
each year of this phase—in particular for community parks and compensation green. One
exception was the year 2010, in which two revitalised urban forests significantly added
to functional connectivity (high area-connectivity ratio). In addition, private green spaces
were created at constant frequencies in each year of this phase (Figure 5). For them, the
relative location is relevant for the functional connectivity. While nine measurements
significantly added to the connectivity in 2008 (example 4 in Figure 6), 18 measurements
in 2009 did not really increase the functional connectivity of UTS. Finally, the community
parks created between 2008 and 2020 significantly contributed to the functional connectivity.
Example 5 in Figure 6 shows how pocket parks created in this phase connect previously
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revitalised areas in the eastern district of Leipzig, forming a functional corridor in the dense
built-up structure.
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illustration of examples for selected measurements with a corresponding high functional connectivity
(dPC value).

In a third phase between 2013 and 2020, 26 ha of tree-holding areas were created.
During this phase, in each year, a low but constant number of areas were revitalised with,
however, only moderate contributions to the functional connectivity of the network when
measured by dPC (Figure 5). This phase was characterised by a mix of measurements
for revitalising brownfields which contributed to functional connectivity in a similar vein:
the added value of private green spaces to functional connectivity was low but similar
to the added value of community parks or urban forests. In each year, the area of the
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measurements was larger by far, in relative terms, than the added value to the connectivity.
This indicates the very high sensitivity of revitalised areas for the functional connection
with respect to their relative location: not all core areas and corridors can express their
full potential as functional stepping stones and habitats from a functional connectivity
perspective when they are misplaced.

Screening for the individual contribution of each measurement in our analysis con-
firmed that urban forest is especially relevant for functional connectivity due to its role as a
larger habitat patch: 9% of urban forest’s contribution to connectivity results from internal
functionality dPCintra (Table S1). At the same time, these areas substantially contribute
to the overall connectivity of the network: the dPCflux contribution of 89% is the highest
among all measurements. This is due to their central position within the UTS in Leipzig,
connecting, for instance, the northern and southern parts of the important floodplain forest
areas in Leipzig. A comparable role with slightly smaller shares for dPCintra and dPCflux
refers to compensation green spaces. These areas are mostly located adjacent to forest areas,
e.g., central floodplain forest, or at the inner fringe of the inner city. Community parks
which emerged very well due to revitalisation represent the average of all measurements
with respect to their composition of dPCintra, dPCflux, and dPCconnector. Several com-
munity parks substantially foster the functional connectivity, for instance, in the eastern or
western district in particular due to their role as stepping stones (share dPCconnector 14%).
Other revitalised community parks remain relatively isolated with limited contribution
to functional connectivity in Leipzig. Revitalised private green spaces play an even more
important role as local stepping stones (share dPCconnector 17%) as well as built-up green
spaces (27%). This is a consequence of their small area combined with their relative loca-
tion in areas which lack alternative paths connecting canopy patches. In particular, trees
accompanying larger roads play a decisive role as part of built-up green spaces (example 6
in Figure 6).

3.3. Brownfields Sites for Preserving and Fostering Functional Connectivity

Of the 2946 brownfield sites in Leipzig, 829 are relevant for the functional connectivity
of urban trees in Leipzig. The area accounts for 438 ha, with a canopy cover of 127 ha
resulting in a share of canopy patches of approximately 29% (Table S1). However, which
brownfield sites must be preserved as a priority as they substantially contribute to the
functional connectivity of UTS in Leipzig? What is the potential of renaturation current
brownfields which are not part of UTS, yet, for fostering strategic functional corridors in
the city? In order to answer these questions, this section demonstrates a tool for detect-
ing, prioritising, and visualising brownfields from a graphical perspective, in which 239
brownfield nodes contribute to the UTS of Leipzig.

As explained earlier in this paper, brownfield sites only contribute to the global
connectivity to a limited extent, but are valuable stepping stones for supporting and
maintaining the high functional connectivity function of other patches within the UTS. This
role as a stepping stone is visualised in Figure 7a (node size), from which three relevant
functional corridors can be detected. A first corridor runs parallel to Leipzig’s floodplains
in the western part of the city. Relevant brownfield nodes are especially locatable at the
respective ends of this corridor. Thereof, a sample of brownfields at the lower end of this
corridor is of particular relevance as it is embedded in the dense built-up area of western
Leipzig. A second corridor stretches at the northern inner fringe of the city from west to
east. Brownfield sites here basically serve as stepping stones between canopy patches of
the denser built-up parts of the city and the sparsely populated parts at the fringe on the
intersection towards canopy patches on agricultural land or shrubland. A third corridor
runs from west to east in the southern part of the city and connects the core habitat areas of
the Leipzig floodplains with smaller habitat niches, e.g., in parks or allotments, and the
canopy patches at the outskirts of the city.
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All three strategic functional corridors consist of several individual brownfield nodes
which, however, show a different degree of exposure against future land use changes
(Figure 7a, node colour). In particular, brownfield nodes along the first-mentioned corridor
parallel to Leipzig’s floodplains are connected only with a few links which could quickly
vanish, in particular, in the dense urban fabric due to densification, or due to sprawl at
the outskirts. In addition, the third-mentioned corridor from Leipzig’s west to east is
also exposed to land use changes. It is surprising that particular brownfield nodes with
a high relevance as stepping stones are connected with a comparably low number of
links. This means that the diversity and redundancy of connecting links is lower than
their topological position within the network would assume. As a consequence, these
important nodes are connected by few albeit important links which could be eliminated
when either the corresponding brownfield patches are densified or if the connected canopy
patches disappear.

However, what is the potential of renaturing brownfields for improving the functional
connectivity of UTS in Leipzig? With their status in 2020, 521 brownfield nodes could
potentially be renatured. However, due to the differences in topological relations of
renatured brownfields vis a vis to existing nodes of canopy patches, Figure 7b mirrors
that the improvement for the stepping stone potential differs with spatial location. First,
for corridor 1, the most important improvements can be detected at their northern part,
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adjacent to relevant forest patches. Second, there are few albeit very relevant brownfield
sites in the southern part of the city which suggest that their renaturation will allow the
third-mentioned corridor to be connected to the canopy patches at the southern outskirts
and, thus, substantially diversify the connections between the dense parts of the city and
the outskirts. Third, the renaturation of brownfields north of the city centre would open
up a new functional corridor which bypasses the dense built-up structures. This bypass
could potentially provide a north–south corridor as an alternative to the very important
floodplain corridor. As displayed by the nodes’ colour, there are key brownfield sites for
which their renaturation would not just promote them to key stepping stones but also
allow them to establish various functional links to adjacent canopy patches indicated by a
corresponding low criticalness of these nodes (see Figure 7c).

4. Discussion
4.1. The Complex Role of Existing and Revitalised Brownfields for the Functional Connectivity
of UTS

Our proposed approach has uncovered, prioritised, and visualised the role of re-
vitalised and existing brownfield sites for the functional connectivity of UTS in the re-
growing city of Leipzig. Based on a functional connectivity analysis of canopy patches in
Leipzig, the analysis has (i) contrasted the role of revitalised and existing brownfield sites
against other land use categories, (ii) demonstrated when and where different revitalisation
measurements have contributed most to the functional connectivity, and (iii) provided a
complementary planning tool for prioritising brownfield sites currently relevant for the
connectivity of canopy patches, as well as for demonstrating the added value of renaturing
current brownfields for the connectivity. These three aspects are discussed in the following
section in relation to our research questions.

The spatial explicit elicitation of the importance of canopy patches has detected pri-
mary and secondary networks of functional connectivity of UTS in Leipzig. In particular,
Leipzig’s floodplains form an important functional corridor from north–west to the south
of the city and, together with adjacent nodes, the most important ecological network of the
city. This network basically consists of large forest patches as well as bigger parks, while
the centrally located parks serve as both habitats and relevant connectors for the whole net-
work. Being relevant for recreation and biodiversity, the corresponding parks need to be the
subject of follow-up studies on the trade-offs between these two ecosystem services [72,73].
In addition, secondary networks substantially contribute to functional connectivity in other
parts of the city for which, in particular, cemeteries, allotment gardens, or green sport
facilities play a key role. Primary and secondary networks are further connected by nodes
which do not play a central role as habitat patches (measured by dPCintra), but either due
to their potential for interaction with other habitat patches (measured by dPCflux) or their
central position and role as a stepping stone for the immediate surrounding (measured by
dPCconnector), they do play a central role. This conclusion was enabled by accounting for
the different role for land uses and individual patches with respect to their contribution to
the global connectivity within our analysis. It was shown that brownfield sites especially,
as well as residential areas, play a central role as stepping stones with their immediate
surrounding patches. Their topological position relative to other canopy patches within the
network is decisive for these two land use categories. In addition, revitalised brownfields
play a central role due to their potential for interaction with other habitat patches. The
analysis has shown that the importance of revitalised areas in connecting other patches
with each other is as high as the corresponding importance of Leipzig’s central parks.
Considering that the patches of existing and revitalised brownfields predominantly located
within the dense urban built-up structures of the city [24] are small in size but show a
comparable high canopy share, their contribution in forming functional corridors and
connecting primary and secondary networks is undoubted. Consequently, their role as a
green infrastructure element enabling flows of ecological benefits and supporting natural
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and ecological processes should not be underestimated [3]. A similar role was already
proven for courtyard canopy [25].

The revitalisation of brownfields has long been a strategy in the formerly shrinking
city of Leipzig [27]—the renaturation of former brownfields as a Nature Based Solution
(NBS) strategy is, consequently, not new to the city [26]. However, learning from Leipzig
when evaluating the contribution of different revitalisation measurements for functional
connectivity between 1998 and 2020 suggests three conclusions as being relevant for this
type of NBS. First, not only the individual measurement is decisive for producing an added
ecological value but the spatial context. The revitalisation of urban forest in 1999 and
2000 has resulted in the highest functional connectivity contribution compared to other
measurements or other years. The overall size of these measurements was relatively low
compared to the functional connectivity benefit. In contrast, urban forest revitalisation in
later years has not translated into a similar connectivity benefit, although the corresponding
area was larger.

A similar contrast can be detected for compensation green revitalisation measurements.
For both examples, the analysis has shown that around the turn of the century, several
revitalisation measurements have been located either in centrally located positions within
existing ecological networks, or adjacent to them. This indicates the very high sensitivity
of revitalised areas for the functional connection with respect to their relative location:
not all revitalised areas can express their full potential as functional stepping stones or
habitats from a functional connectivity perspective when misplaced. Second, the individual
measurements and their final contribution to functional connectivity depend on the overall
urban development of a city. The analysis has shown that, in particular, with Leipzig’s
regrowth from around 2010 onwards, revitalisation measurements have translated into
a limited improvement of functional connectivity compared to previous measurements.
At the same time, the connectivity benefit decreased relative to the revitalised area. This
points to the fact that with Leipzig’s regrowth, a higher dynamic of redensification can be
observed which limits the functional connectivity benefit of revitalisation measurements
as the corresponding patches become smaller and more isolated from a functional con-
nectivity perspective [53]. Third, revitalisation of brownfields, especially in the form of
community parks, proved to have a comparably high connectivity value although their
area is comparably small. The parks created in 2002/03 and between 2008 and 2020 are
good examples, as they connect previously revitalised areas in their corresponding area,
creating functional corridors for species movement in the dense built-up structures. At the
same time, these parks can contribute to an improved environmental justice in the city [74].
They provide recreational functions for residents in formerly deprived neighbourhoods
during a phase in which Leipzig’s regrowth was basically dominated by redensification or
the creation of private green spaces.

Brownfields represent a valuable land resource, not only but in particular in a formerly
shrinking city such as Leipzig. In 2020, brownfields relevant to functional connectivity
accounted for 438 ha total area size, a canopy cover of 127 ha, and formed 239 nodes within
the UTS in Leipzig. The results demonstrated that these brownfield nodes, in their role as
stepping stones, form strategic corridors for preserving and fostering functional connec-
tivity complementary to the major ecological networks, e.g., along Leipzig’s floodplains.
As the city of Leipzig will continue to grow, brownfields might be replaced by built and
transportation space due to housing needs [52,53]. In line with the city’s strategy of simul-
taneously allowing for both infill densification and maintenance, further development, and
qualification of urban greenery, the last part of our analysis was designed for supporting
planning decisions following four non-consecutive steps.

• In the first step, decision-makers should carefully screen their strategic pool of brown-
fields and select those brownfields for structural redensification which either play no
or only a very small role for the functional connectivity of the city. This study has
shown that brownfields which support the connectivity of UTS have a comparably
high canopy share. This ecological quality, together with their connectivity potential,
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could be used as an indication of whether a potential redensification would change the
overall connectivity of the network. The results presented here allow a prioritisation
of brownfield sites with respect to these two indicators. As a consequence, the large
pool of brownfields which currently host either none or only small canopy patches
could be redensified in the first place.

• In the second step, brownfields currently not relevant to functional connectivity
are prioritised according to their potential for serving as stepping stones when the
area is renatured. A corresponding prioritisation is provided by this analysis. In
particular, brownfield sites which either strengthen existing primary and secondary
networks should be renatured in the first place, as well as those which open corridors
to habitat areas at the southern fringe or provide a bypass around the very dense
city centre. Around the centre, the modelling has proven that the number of links
of the renatured brownfield sites and adjacent canopy patches would substantially
increase. As a consequence, this would result in a high redundancy of connections
and a corresponding low criticalness and exposure against future land use changes.
In contrast, brownfield patches with no or a very low contribution to functional
connectivity when renatured could serve as potential candidates for redensification.

• In the third step, planning is asked to preserve functional connectivity by maintaining
and protecting the relevant nodes of the urban tree canopy network. In this regard,
the results help to prioritise existing brownfields according to their role for functional
connectivity. At the same time, it is not only an individual site which is relevant
in this regard, but their topological relations to other canopy patches. The results
highlighted that, in particular, brownfield nodes parallel to Leipzig’s floodplains are
connected with only a few links which could quickly vanish due to densification or
sprawl at the outskirts. In several parts of the city, brownfield nodes with a high
relevance as stepping stones are connected with a comparably low number of links
and their corresponding criticalness is high. Consequently, planning is asked not
just to preserve the important brownfield sites, but also their connections to other
surrounding canopy patches—otherwise the functional connectivity of the whole
corresponding subnetwork could decrease with limited options for animals to move.

• In the fourth step, this study has demonstrated that renaturation has the potential to
strengthen the functional connectivity of some corridors. In contrast, for other areas,
the renaturation of brownfields does not decrease, or barely does so, the criticalness of
the corresponding nodes of UTS. For these areas, a large-scale protection status linked
to existing protected areas within, or even outside, the administrative boundaries
would support the preservation of the functional connectivity of UTS in the city
and beyond.

Although this paper recommends using the results by following the mentioned four
steps, it recognises the complexity of decision-making processes in revitalising brown-
fields [75]. Only 15% of all brownfields are owned by the city [54]. Investors usually have
an interest in particular sites challenging a broader perspective on brownfields as a strategic
resource for fostering functional connectivity. Public–private partnerships, especially for
complex urban revitalisation that is difficult to finance [54], are requested as well as a
strategic purchase of land based on ex-ante impact assessments such as those presented
here. In addition, it would be challenging to renature all brownfields owned by the city due
to the variety of needs in a regrowing city. Instead, several objectives, e.g., strengthening
educational supply, etc., require thematic compromises with respect to the chosen revi-
talisation measurement. The growing competition for the subsequent use of brownfields,
especially in the inner city, requires a forward-looking, interdisciplinary strategy focus on
the concept of multifunctionality when dealing with these areas [76].

4.2. Method Limitation

The network analysis of this paper based on graph theory modelling proved to be a
powerful method in fragmented and complex landscape systems such as cities [44]. Al-
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though this method is very effective in measuring how efficiently movement flows between
patches are against their overall connectivity contribution of the ecological network [41],
it hardly realises the built-up structures as barriers of these movements, e.g., in contrast
to least-cost surface modelling approaches. As a consequence, it must be considered that
the chosen approach might not be a good representative of other taxa such as mammals.
Consequently, the chosen model was designed for representing only breeding birds, which
are a commonly used taxa in urban areas [23]. Accordingly, dispersal distances have been
derived from a literature review on breeding birds in urban ecosystems [9,14,46,65].

This paper chose canopy data based on high-resolution Sentinel 2 data with a spatial
resolution of 10 metres ground resolution (as described in the Materials and Methods
section). The accuracy of this product is 94% [60]. Still, uncertainties resulting from false or
unprecise classifications remain. Consequently, we chose a minimum patch area of 0.1 ha in
order to account for these data-inherited uncertainties, as well as better representing habi-
tats for breeding birds. However, the chosen distances are only proxies for real dispersal
behaviour as the use of, responses to, and movements within a network can vary even be-
tween different taxa of breeding birds [4]. In addition, no further qualification of the habitat
quality was included in the modelling other than canopy patches. An additional assessment
of habitat traits would allow a finer-tuned differentiation of habitat quality [77,78]. Still,
the analysis uses high-resolution canopy cover data as well as cadastral data for the whole
territory of the city which allows support planner decisions to be made, in particular with
respect to brownfield redensification and renaturation in order to strengthen biodiversity
in the cities.

5. Conclusions

Given the fact that Leipzig will remain the fastest growing big city in Germany
with an estimated population increase of 14% up to 2040, evidence-based support of
land use decisions is needed more than ever. To assist this decision, this paper used
an ecological network model (Graphab) for the functional connectivity of UTS, based
on high-resolution and cadastral data in the city of Leipzig. We uncovered, prioritised,
and visualised the role of revitalised and existing brownfield sites accounting for the
complexity of multiple associations between nodes of the broader green infrastructure
network. In order to balance the need for densification, as well as for the maintenance,
further development, and qualification of urban greenery in Leipzig, the paper (a) distilled
lessons learnt from the hitherto revitalisation strategies, (b) detected strategic functional
connectivity corridors contributing to establish overall connectivity for urban wildlife
conservation, and (c) provided a tool for prioritising brownfields which needs to be kept for
ensuring functional connectivity of the green infrastructure, those which could potentially
be densified, and those which need to be renatured fostering the functional connectivity of
the city.

To what extent brownfields facilitate the ecological movement and biodiversity within
the city, or how revitalisation measurements foster this functional connectivity of the whole
green network, are, among others, blind spots in the current planning strategies of many
cities. In contrast, brownfield revitalisation is one of the most important Nature Based
Solution (NBS) strategies in cities. Given the wide absence of spatial-explicit taxa data
and data-processing know-how in many city administrations, this paper presented an
approach using freely available software tools and high-resolution canopy data as a proxy
for functional connectivity which serves as a blueprint for implementation in other cities.
As decision-makers are challenged by the question of whether or not a brownfield could
be renatured or densified, the application of the proposed approach can (a) be used as an
ex-ante evaluation of NBS strategies with comparably low effort in data obtaining and
processing, (b) be used to reduce or avoid costs of possible wrong land use decisions, (c)
provide a complementary perspective compared to widely used place-centric assessments
of individual patches or areas, and (d) form a standardised tool for a continuous and
comparable monitoring in line with current international recommendations [79]. All of
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these aspects will be required in order to balance urban development and ecological
protection and biodiversity in our cities.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at:
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/land12020333/s1, Figure S1. Maps displaying the four
input data sets (A, B, C) and the Morphological Spatial Pattern Analysis (D) as pre-processing of the as-
sessment of the functional connectivity of Urban Tree Systems (UTS) in Leipzig; Table S1. Key metrics
for functional connectivity of 10 land use categories (A) and six revitalisation measurements (B).
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